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Decentralised Regional Airports:
Baggage Collection

Off-Site Baggage Storage Facility Design

The Best Case Service System

Demand Forecast & Simulation

Conclusions & Further Work

Business Case & Cost-Benefit Analysis
The business plan has been devised on the basis of two 
markets: air travel passengers and regional airports. Bris-
tol Airport stated their direct interest in the concept and 
explained how reducing the peak capacity would save 
them large amounts in infrastructure investment. A great-
er number of passengers taking public transport would 
also boost their chances of raising their allowed capacity 
to 12 million passengers per year. The regional airports 
therefore benefit hugely from the system and would invest 
lump sums each year to the scheme. A survey of potential 
travelling customers revealed a desire for the concept, but 
most stated they would only be willing to pay up to £10 for 
the service. The lower capital expenditure of a demand-re-
sponsive system with leased vans was the main reason it 
was chosen and allows for steady profit growth as the 
uptake increases.

3% of annual Bristol Airport 
passengers (360 per day) 
expected on average. Requires 
around four vans and a single 
lorry to perform collections 
and deliveries, as well as 725 
sqft of storage facilities.
10%  of annual passengers 
(1,200 per day) expected. 
Ramp up to around eight 
vans, three lorries, and 2400 
sqft of storage.
30% of annual passengers 
(3,600 per day) expected. 
Long term investment in au-
tomation facilities and larger 
fleets of vans and lorries. 

Project Risks
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Growth Phases

Operational Expenditure (OPEX)

Project Definition

A comprehensive programme of simulation work 
has been performed to quantify key performance 
indicators of the system over time. This has 
cross-pollinated data-driven decisions into 
system design. This has also created an abstract 
simulation framework to enable a standardised 
appraisal framework, deployable to any regional 
airport. Data was used to identify a suitable 
catchment area for the service. Breaking catch-
ment then into 23,933 population groups, we used 
data to compute the likely uptake from around 
the city. This allowed us to synthesise incoming 
customer jobs, and model how the system would 
cope with such demand levels.

Identified catchment areas and probabil-
ity of custom by age and income demo-
graphics
Demand and uptake forecasting
Travelling Salesman Problem routing 
solutions for a given uptake of Bristol 
passengers
System performance using Monte Carlo 
simulation with results for Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs)
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Outputs

Predicting the airport benefits
Discussions with our major stakeholder, Bristol 

Airport Limited, highlighted the main opera-
tional challenge of baggage handling. Namely, 
there are three distinct peaks in demand each 
day. Baggage handling operational capacity 
must be designed to meet the needs of these 
peaks, rather than the average across the day.
Prior to 

d e t a i l e d 
s y s t e m 
design, we 
performed 
a feasibility 
study to 
better un-
d e r s t a n d 
t h e s e 
peaks. In 
the graph 
(right), the 
blue bars 
represent 
the depar-
ture load-
ing of an average day (taken across Monday-Sun-
day) in the airport’s ‘peak week’. The light purple 
line is our modelled view of baggage arrivals in 
the airport owing to these departures, taking 
account of the distribution with which passen-
gers tend to arrive early for their flights.
We have modelled the effect of servicing a pro-

portion of those passengers (in this case, 30%), 

After inspection of Bristol Airport’s baggage system, it was 
identified that there is no existing baggage storage infra-
structure in regional airports. During discussions with 
contacts in industry in the project research phase, it was 
highlighted that in order to design a service to be applied 
to any airport, the service must be uniquely tailored to the 
airport, instead of a blanket service. For successful imple-
mentation of the Best Case service, an intelligent integra-
tion mechanism must be employed, which allows the 
airport and the service to have a symbiotic business rela-
tionship. The intelligent system needs to be able to cope 
with baggage being collected well in advance of a flight, to 
allow off-site check-in and to smooth peaks and troughs of 
baggage throughput in operations. It would seem clear 
that to handle such requirements, a luggage “holding 
station” would be needed. This secure infrastructure will 
bridge the gap between a decentralised baggage system 
and a centralised one. The structure may be removed from 
the airport site to hold luggage until the optimum drop off 
times, which smooth out the peak throughout experience 
throughout the day by the baggage system. Key Findings

In order to design an off-site storage structure that is adaptable for scale up, 3 concepts have been 
developed for three baggage capacity sizes: Phase 1, 2 & 3. These 3 capacities have been defined as: 3% of 
the total checked baggage on a peak day, 360; 10% of the total checked baggage on a peak day, 1200; and 
30% or more of the total checked baggage on a peak day, 3600. These values have been estimated from the 
marketable journey analysis in the simulation work. The phase 1 structure is the modular locker hanging 
crates. In the conversion to phase 2, the modular locker crates can be transformed into the larger, smart 
crates. This way, the tracking technology (temporary assignation of collection set) in the modular crates 
can be re-utilised in the smart crates. This also ensures that the Capex cost in this transformation is kept 
to a minimum. Beyond a certain capacity, the only concept feasible is the automated warehouse, thus this 
is the design for phase 3.

The Best Case team have, over two years, 
conducted a broad engineering study into 
regional airports and the future of the 
industry. The final solution addresses a 
number of problems facing regional 
airports, such as Bristol and Cardiff: the 
number of passengers using public trans-
port to reach the airport, the stressful pas-
senger experience, on-site storage facili-
ties, and managing increased numbers at 
peak capacity. While the final solution 
stands alone, many of the learnings pre-
sented are wider insights into the air travel 
industry as it faces a necessity to be more 
resilient and sustainable for the future.

Minimum expected shift of 
3% annual passengers to 
public transport.

Individual user and full track-
ing at core of system design.

Peak capacity estimated to be 
as low as a third of the original 
value if baggage delivered in 
expected downtime.

Business case proves profit-
ability of concept as well as 
wider environmental and 
socio-political benefits.
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Objective Review
The Best Case design project has devel-
oped a robust framework that can be pa-
rameterised and implemented at any 
regional airport. Further work which 
could be conducted in the area is:

Implementing the service for 
arrivals as well as departures
Expanding the demand catchment 
beyond the City of Bristol
Accurate and trustworthy weight 
measuring in static storage to facil-
itate mid-process injection
Decentralised locker system

Next Steps

Best Case is a feasibility study and framework for a possi-
ble real-life service. Therefore, the interfaces within the 
process (left) need consideration. Ease, speed, and trust 
can only be achieved with high reliability and efficiency. 
Central to achieving that is the understanding gained in 
the service life cycle and human interaction, including 
staff behaviour, airline booking, and delivery logistics.
Key differentials from similar demand-responsive trans-
port projects is the expected levels of security and the 
airport environment. The challenges posed include the 
RFID tracking required and communicatation to the cus-
tomer. There is also strict legislation regarding baggage 
check-in which has been detailed in the report.

In early 2020, Bristol Airport had a planning application 
to increase the number of passengers permitted from 10 
to 12 million rejected by North Somerset County Council. 
One of the key reasons was the failure to evidence 
realistic solutions to increasing the public transport load 
taking passengers to the airport. Instead, there were 
further plans for multi-story car parks and airports, in 
general, are reliant on car parking for revenue. For 
regional airports to develop sustainably, engineering 
solutions must be developed to cause a modal shift from 
cars to public transport. A concept which could assist that 
is the decentralisation of services from the airport site to 
more convenient locations, in this case moving baggage 
check-in earlier in the passenger experience closer to 
their homes. There are already highly functioning 
demand-responsive solutions for transport, notably 
Uber, and the City of Bristol presents a suitably dense 
population to make the concept viable for the airport. The 
proposed solution would collect multiple passengers’ 
baggage ahead of their flights from a convenient location 
or home, deliver to a storage facility in an optimal round 
trip via van, before taking onto the airport via lorry at a 
quieter window for the airport operations.

and injecting their baggage approximately two 
hours earlier than it would have usually been 
checked in. This serviced load is shown by the 
dashed green line; the remaining conventional 
load is shown by the dashed orange line.
The sum of these loadings (i.e. the internal load 

experienced by baggage handling) is shown by 
the dark 
purple line. 
Contrast this 
with the origi-
nal load (light 
purple) to see 
the difference. 
A l t h o u g h 
there are 
some points 
in the day 
where loading 
is higher, the 
peaks are 
reduced. The 
m a x i m u m 
reduction in 

peak loading is shown by comparing to two hori-
zontal dashed red lines. By reducing peak load 
below the threshold required for additional 
computer topography (CT) machines, substan-
tial CAPEX saving is proposed for the airport. 
This principal of reducing the operational peaks 
is key to our commercial offering to the receiving 
airport.

Enable a large-scale mode shift of 
passengers travelling to regional 
airports from private to public 
transport, supporting decarbonisation 
of airport operations.

Create a more sustainable and 
passenger-focused airport experience, 
improving the speed, ease, and trust in 
the system.

Reduce the peaks of arrival of baggage 
at regional airports and smoothen the 
flow of both passenger and staff 
operations.

Prove the feasibility of a decentralised 
baggage check-in system for regional 
airports and ensure robust framework 
produced.
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Objectives

The main achievements of the Best Case 
design project investigating baggage 
collection for decentralised regional air-
ports have been: 

Producing a framework for future 
applications
Testing feasibility in Bristol using 
highly detailed simulations
Designing a practical solution 
including storage

Key Findings
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0.65t
CO2 saved per 
year if 3% shift 

to public 
transport

Cost-Benefit Analysis
Nissan Electric van, 
capable of holding 12 
bags at 60% space 
efficiency

7.5 tonne curtain-sided 
lorry with easy side access 
to contents, capable of 

holding 196 bags

Capital Expenditure (CAPEX)

Key Findings: Delivery of Bags and Airport Injection
Upon arriving, the baggage is injected 
into the airport system at a controlled 
rate. The need at this stage of the process 
is to meet the requirements of the airport 
without disrupting the passenger termi-
nal. There is currently a two-stage 
self-check-in process at airports with the 
first weighing and tagging the baggage 
and the second loading onto the conveyor 
belt. Best Case can perform the first step 
at the passenger’s door upon collection 
before taking to the airport.
At first, there would be designated 
check-in desks for Best Case deliveries to 
be brought discretely (see right). As the 
uptake grows, the airport may be willing 

to invest in a ‘back door’ injection midway 
through the bag scanning process. SWOT Analysis

£3m
airport CT 

scanner saving if  
peak capacity 

reduced

£1.7m
peak yearly 

wages provided 
for local
workers
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Y1Q1 
- 

Y2Q1

Y2Q1 
- 

Y4Q1

Y4Q1 
- 

Y5Q4
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Customer Information Inputs
The following graph shows what inputs are 
needed to be assigned to the booking and RFID 
tag attached to the bag for tracking.

Profit forecast for the first five 
years of Best Case operation

Probability of custom for aged 
populations in Bristol area codes

An example of the travelling sales-
man problem and a solution.

Shona Allman, Lara Dodd, Tom Kilcommons & Patrick Sullivan

Conceptual designs for Static Storage 
Phase 1 (bottom) and 2 (top).



Innovation in Offshore Monopile Installations
Joseph McFarlane | Rhys Williams | Omar Rashed | Callum Buchanan | Isaac Rayment

B

Proposed Installation Process

Geotechnical Analysis

B

Further Work

B

Environmental Loading and Geotechnical Analysis:
• Extend hydrodynamic loading analysis to include stochastic wave models
• Improve lateral geotechnical analysis by creating a 3D FE model of soil-structure

interaction between the monopile and the seabed
Machine Learning:
• Increase complexity of simulated vessel dynamics model to maximise trained

algorithm proficiency before installations
Mechanical design:
• Full detailed design of all hydraulic system components
• Proof of concept of novel omni wheel application via detailed design and material

selection, FEA analysis of stresses and prototyping
Control System:
• Inclusion of more detailed model of soil response to dynamic loading caused by

movement of monopile. Will facilitate modelling of system response at a variety of
penetration depths

• Development of more accurate model of hydraulic system dynamics once all system
components are specified in detailed design phase

• Development of more accurate model of surveillance system dynamics
Physical Rig:
• Tuning and testing of the PID gains
• Training the optimisation algorithm further and analyse the change in performance
• Simulation of soil resistance and embedment of monopile
Commercial Analysis:
• Gain deeper real-world data to more accurately model timings of processes and the

distributions of their variations
• Adjust weather windows for gripper capability after validation with test rig

Environmental Loading

Control System

B

Mechanical Design

B

Physical Test Rig

B

Objective:
To design a physical prototype to demonstrate the Edge Detection, and act as a test bed
for the optimisation algorithm being developed.
Methodology:
• Simulation of the external forces on the monopile, where the "wave force" is

demonstrated via a pulley system
• Simulation of the "vessel's wandering" through the random motion of a 3D

printer platform.
• Development of the gripper control system using two, double-acting actuated

arms as the "hydraulic rams", where each arm relies on an HD webcam for
feedback. Each arm has Push-Pull plates (representing opposing rams).

Outcomes:
• System reduced the monopile's average deviation from the vertical target, however

the control system is need of further development and tuning

Bayesian Optimisation

B

Objective:
To design a controller for the monopile inclination correction actuation system that was
capable of maintaining the monopile inclination within a tolerance of 0.25 degrees and
as close to zero as possible in the presence of environmental loading.
Methodology:
• Establishment of a mathematical plant model representing the dynamic behaviour

of the system in response to external forces using realistic monopile characteristics.
• Development of Simulink control system model. A proportional derivate controller

uses the inclination to determine the force

Figure 8: Loading scenario modelled
in control system

Figure 9: Control system Simulink model 

Objective: Design the mechanical
systems of the MCPG.
Methodology and Outcomes:
Design of mechanical systems including;
1. Mechanism to stow and deploy
MCPG over the side of the vessel
(labelled [1] in main poster image).

2. Monopile release mechanism [2]

Objective: To develop a machine learning algorithm capable of dynamically
improving gripper motion compensation performance while at sea, therefore:
• Improving the range of safe installation conditions through adapting control

gains to new environments
• Decreasing the vulnerability of the control system to both noisy surveillance

feedback and component failure (via dual control redundancy)
• Iteratively minimising the average monopile angle displacement from vertical

within discrete intervals, reducing the risk of installation failure
Methodology:
• Theoretical formulation of the motion compensation task as a Bayesian

Optimisation problem, with PID gain values as optimisation parameters
• Translation of theoretical model into functional Python module
• Development of a simulated DP testing environment to train algorithm and

observe performance
• Evaluation of optimisation algorithm on the physical test rig
• FMEA conducted on algorithm, system developed to reduce impact of most

significant failure modes
Outcomes:
• Analysis and presentation of final algorithm performance in virtual and physical

environments
• Demonstration of capability and applicability of novel machine learning strategies

in offshore monopile installation

Outcomes:
• System successfully kept inclination within

0.027 degrees when worst case scenario
environmental loading was applied.

• System was capable of returning monopile
from worst-case inclination of 2.3 degrees to
within tolerance in 2.5 seconds.

output of the hydraulic actuators responsible
for correcting monopile inclination. Realistic
properties of hydraulic system used in model.
Control gains were calculated by solving the
closed loop characteristic equation.

3. Dual ram Monopile Inclination
Correction Actuation System (MICAS) [3]

Design of hydraulic systems key
components and operational parameters
based on;
• System functional requirements
• Manufacturing limitations
• Worst-case load modelling
• ISO design standards on offshore

design and hydraulic system design
including ISO: 4401, 4413Figure 13: Top view of  release mechanism operation

Figure 12: Side view showing stages of  deployment 
system operation sequence

The proposed motion compensated pile gripper (MCPG) system should enable the installation of  large diameter monopiles from dynamic positioning (DP) vessels in less time and at lower costs than conventional 
installation methods. The design is validated against these aims by a series of  numerical simulations and a physical scale model. 

Project Aims

Figure 14: MICAS system general arrangement

Figure 15: MOWIS general arrangement
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2
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4. Multidirectional Omni Wheel Interface
System (MOWIS) between the MICAS
hydraulic cylinders and the monopile. [4]

Surveillance System

B

Objective: To develop a computer vision algorithm capable of identifying the live
angle of the monopile from vertical
Methodology:
• Review and test potential edge recognition methodologies to determine the most

effective strategy for monopile installation task
• Optimisation of process to minimise surveillance feedback latency and improve

overall system response
Outcomes:
• System structure design including 2 high resolution cameras paired with an

inertial measurement unit (IMU)
• Software package with full edge detection capability prepared for implementation

on installation vessel
• Experimental validation of software package on prototype camera system

surveying physical test rig (Figure 19)

Figure 16: Overall system configuration

HD Camera A

Double-
acting Ram

Monopile

Vessel Platform

Commercial Analysis

B

Objective:
To model manufacturing and operating
processes with the aim of evaluating
critical commercial parameters, for the
MCPG including:
• Capital expenditure and

manufacturing processes.
• Operating expenditure, compared

with the state of the art installation
methods

• Environmental impact, based on
manufacturing, operating and
disposing of MCPG

Methodology:
Generate discreet events models to
simulate monopile installation for
operational measurements:
• Model created for MCPG
• 2 additional models created for Jack-

up vessels and multi-anchor vessels
• All models perturbed by hourly

weather data to produce variance in
output and test sensitivity to weather
conditions and weather windows

Figure 1: Example discrete events model for 
multi-anchor vessel

• Obtain time output of models to
calculate installation cost from vessel day
rates and environmental impact from
vessel emissions

Generate capital expenditure, manufacture
process and disposal cost and
environmental impact models
• Use embodied carbon of materials used
• Calculate manufacture time required and

resources to be used
Output:
• Direct probabilistic comparison between

MCPG, Jack-up and Multi-anchor
vessels for operating costs and
environmental impact

• Estimate for total cost and
environmental impact for MCPG.

Figure 18: The double-acting rams

Double-acting 
Rams

Push-Pull plates 
(representing 

opposing rams)

Monopile

ID Sub-system

[1] Deployment mechanism

[2] Monopile release mechanism 
(MRM) 

[3] Monopile Inclination Correction 
Actuation System (MICAS)

[4] Multidirectional Omni Wheel 
Interface System (MOWIS)

Figure 21: Canny edge detection video feed with 
monopile edge highlighted 

Figure 19: Edge Detection feed of the
cameras

Vertical angle 
deviation, in 

each DoF

Vessel 
Processes

Camera A view Camera B view

HD Camera B

Figure 17: "Wave Force Pulley System"

Wave 
load 

motor

Cyclic 
motion 

generator

Pulley
Monopile

Weather
Management

Monopile 
Processes

Figure 10: Iterated gripper performance improvement 

Objective: To characterise the geotechnical properties of the soil strata found at the
case study site, evaluate lateral force required to correct monopile inclination and
analyse monopile driveability
Methodology:
• Analysis and interpretation of borehole logs provided by Ørsted
• Development of a p-y curve model in Oasys Alp (Figure 5)
• Wave equation driveability analysis using GRLWEAP software
Outcomes:
• Site characterised by very stiff to hard clays, underlain by chalk
• Clay undrained shear strength, 𝑐 , ranges from 220kPa to 1100kPa
• Chalk has a mean unconfined compressive strength of 1.1MPa
• Monopile must be driven 20m into seabed in order to achieve lateral stability and

prevent a 0.25 degree rotation when laterally loaded by wind, current and waves
• Lateral force required by the MCPG to restore verticality from a 0.5 degree

inclination is 1,886kN and 19,500kN when the monopile is embedded 15m and
50m respectively (Figure 6)

• Pile driving takes 142 minutes using IHC S-4000 impact hammer, assuming a
blow rate of 30 blows per minute (Figure 7)

Figure 5: Monopile Deflection at 25m Embedment Figure 7: Monopile Driveability Plot with Depth

Figure 6: Restoring Force Requirements

Holocene Sand Deposits

Bolders Bank Formation: Very Stiff Clay

Rough Formation: Hard Clay

Swarte Formation: Hard Clay

Chalk

Water Level

Seabed Level

Max Disp. 114mmMax Rotation 0.07 degrees

1. Arrival of Vessel at
Installation Location
• DP system maintains

vessel location
• Monopile transit fixtures

removed
• Monopile prepared for

lifting and upending

2. Lifting Monopile
• MCPG is deployed
• Monopile is upended and

lifted into the MCPG by
the crane

• Gripper clamps monopile
around its circumference to
restrain lateral motion

3. Lowering Monopile
• Crane lowers monopile

through the water towards the
seabed

• MCPG control system is
disengaged but structure is
locked to restrain monopile
laterally

5. Monopile Self-Weight
Penetration
• Once the correct installation

position and verticality are
verified, the monopile is
lowered onto the seabed

• Monopile penetrates the soil
under self-weight

7. Driving Monopile
• Pile driving progresses until

the monopile attains lateral
stability within the soil

• Control system disengages
and MCPG retracts onto
vessel deck

4. Positioning Monopile
• MCPG control system still

disengaged
• Crane waits for monopile tip

to drift over the installation
location as vessel adjusts
position

6. Attaching Hammer to
Monopile
• MCPG control system

engages and maintains
monopole verticality

• Piling hammer is placed on
top of monopile

• Surveillance system monitors
position and verticality

8. Monopile Installation
Complete
• Monopile is driven until full

design embedment
• Hammer removed and

stowed
• DP Vessel is ready to move

to next installation location

Objective: To identify and numerically evaluate the loads likely to be experienced by
the monopile during installation
Methodology:
• Review marine design codes to determine loading during temporary conditions
• Obtain and analyse meteorological data from Hornsea Project One case study site

to determine key statistics of environmental parameters
Outcomes: DNV-OS-J101 stipulates that wind, wave, current and pile driving forces
must be considered during the installation of monopile foundations
• At Hornsea Project One, windspeed has a mean and standard deviation of

7.76m/s and 3.74m/s respectively, whilst significant wave height has a mean and
standard deviation of 1.23m and 0.71m respectively (Figures 3 and 4).

• Current velocity has a maximum value of 0.86m/s during spring tides
• Morison’s equation is used to evaluate hydrodynamic forces acting on monopile
• Monopile experiences maximum load when half of its length is exposed to the

wind and half of its length it loaded by hydrodynamics forces
• Design mudline bending moment on monopile is 100.23MNm (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Design Mudline Bending Moment (MNm) with Time (s)

Figure 4: Windspeed at 10m Elevation HistogramFigure 3: Significant Wave Height Histogram

Figure 20: Camera view of  monopile at sea

Figure 11: Performance contour plot 
optimising P and I gains 



Hourly demand profiles for the year at all locations across the Island are the key required outputs. Following future scenario investigations it was concluded that the profiles would mimic the island’s current social and economic situation. By implementing a bottom up 

approach, the motivation patterns are understood to enable effective demand shifting. There is little available demand data for the island namely a loose description of  the whole island consumption throughout an average day and quarterly domestic, commercial and 

government consumption, hence the sectors were built separately. 

Non –Domestic 

Identifying non-domestic users on Island: The St Helena Phone directory was used to iden-
tify non-domestic users, the location and the use type, such as offices and schools. The 
operating hours, building size, building classification, number of occupants, equipment 
ownership are all unknowns. Given the temperate climate and high cost of energy, it is 
well documented there is a minimal demand for space heating or cooling. The population 
and geographic size suggests the users have relatively small sites, in comparison to the 
UK. 

Assigning Exelon profile: Matching each use type to an appropriate counterpart, in the UK 
Carbon trust meter trials, provided an insight into the typical electricity consumption of 
users. This data set shows the annual use and the half hourly profiles from 2004-2006 for 

a range of non-domestic users . Selecting summer week days for the smaller users, it 
was possible to make observations in the use patterns of a typical user type. By compar-

ing the Carbon Trust profiles to the eight Elexon profiles, a suitable profile was assigned 
to each user type, see figure 1. The Elexon profiles are based on historic averages for the 
UK and are used to assign tariffs to energy consumers, based on a number of factors. 

Assigning seasons: The UK energy seasons 
have a long winter, where heating domi-
nates demand. Comparing the average 
temperature of each the UK and St Helena, 
the energy seasons were re-assigned to 
match St Helena’s climate, and lack of de-
mand for space heating. 

Domestic 

Individual household domestic pro-
files are more unpredictable than in-
dustrial, however when multiple 
households are summed together, 
clear behaviours emerge. Profiles 
were built using a bottom up ap-
proach from a combination of data 
from a UK time of day use survey, 
the 2016 St Helena census and air 
temperature data for the island.  

Following sensitivity analysis of different factors on the UK data, two were 
found to have the greatest impact on household behaviour -  the house-
hold ‘type’ and the season. Hence, from the census data, the number of 
household types for each district was extrapolated. The appliance owner-
ship was used to build up the profiles. The results suggest that the is-
landers use the appliances they own 20%  less than UK survey house-
holds.  

The average temperature on the island for each of the quarters is highly 
correlated, while the domestic demand consumption is somewhat unpre-
dictable  -  no explanations were found for annual changes, but there is a 
consistent dip in consumption in the 2nd quarter.  For the model, 
‘summer’ behaviour was taken to act in the 1st and 2nd quarter, when the 
temperature is high and the day light hours are long and ‘spring’ behav-
iour in the 3rd and 4th and the 2nd quarter was also scaled to include the 
dip, see figure 4.  The  different profiles and magnitudes are discretely ap-
plied across the year. 

RES  COMBINATION 

Once the demand profile for the island was created it was used to identify the  Renewable Energy Source (RES) combination that  the island needs to meet de-

mand .  The aim of this model is to provide initial estimates for the capacity required, and to support the subsequent  dynamic model with constraints. 

The additional capacity required was found to be: 

• 31 Wind Turbines (2.48MW) 

• 5,991 Solar Panels (4.16MW) 

The model was validated by comparing the theoretical results 
when run with the current levels of solar and wind generation on 

the island with the actual recorded power generation for 2016. 
The  model  uses one year of historic data, and analyses for a 
time step of one hour, by going through the following steps: 

• Splits the demand and wind speed data into day and night 
and identifies the number of extra turbines needed to meet 
the night time demand (when there is no solar) 

• Evaluates the day time demand and calculates the addition-
al solar capacity needed to meet the demand 

• As there will be times when wind is zero, and therefore solar 
installed capacity would need to exactly meet demand the 
modelling assumes that 65% of the demand will be met 

The resulting RES generation profile, figure 6, shows that over a year 
there are considerable periods when generation doesn’t meet de-
mand, but there are also times when generation is significantly higher. 
This disparity will be levelled out with the introduction of storage.  

An additional model was created to view the probabilistic distribution 
of RES power generation against demand for each hour of a typical 
day. This gives an indication to whether there is enough power to sup-
port the demand, and particularly gives an indication to when batter-
ies may be charged and when they may be needed to discharge. As 
can be see in figure  7,  charging should happen in the middle of the 
day, and discharging is mostly needed in the evening. 

Integrating Renewable Energy on the Remote Island of St Helena 
Kai Chelliah, Lucy Falkner, Ed Hanton, Frances James, and Sophie Whinney 

SCOPE: This project aims to provide the British Overseas Territory of St Helena with a 

viable renewable electricity infrastructure development plan up to 2030. 

The Problem 

St Helena is a Small Island Developing State it with a population of 4500 people, 

4000km east of Rio De Janiro and 1950km west of the African coast. In 2017, 32% of 

the island’s electricity was generated by renewable wind and solar and the remainder 

is supplied through diesel fuel imported for transport and electricity generation.  This 

dependency on diesel causes the electricity cost on the island to be 36 pence a unit – 

80% higher than the UK national average, which is one of the factors limiting eco-

nomic growth of the island. The government’s energy strategy states is aims to reach 

100% renewable electricity by 2022. 

 

 

Objectives 

• Enable a resilient and adaptable electricity network to improve the quality of life of 
the island. 

• Reduce the current levelised cost of electricity 

• Remove dependencies on fossil fuel imports. 

• Minimise the environmental impact of the electricity system, through both carbon 
emissions and land use impacts. 

• Promote St Helena as a "Green Island Leader" via recommended sustainable tech-
nology and practices 

 

GRID 

It is important that the grid network is able to support the additional load introduced through de-centralized RES generation and storage. Work 
was carried out to ensure the grid line structure could handle the additional loads. This was done using a power flow simulation through a simpli-
fied grid model. This model was also used to help calculate metrics such as LCOE, diesel fuel use, and emissions. Any lines which are recom-
mended to be upgraded are either passed back to the location selection to move new generation sites, or passed through as additional infra-
structure to the investment model. 

Traditionally, electricity grids operate as radial networks with the majority of power from a central power station. Employing RES gen-
eration requires many sites in de-centralised locations. This changing to a distributed generation architecture brings many challenges . 
The issues considered here revolved around whether or not the current grid power lines could support  the new generators, or whether 
lines would have to be upgraded. 

A time based simulation tool was created to model the energy flows across the system for a year. Wind and solar generation was estimated from historical data and demand was sourced from pre-
vious parts of the project. At each hour excess energy was used to charge the batteries which could later be discharged to cover shortages. 
When the batteries were completely empty, generators were used to supplement generation. These generation, storage, and demands were 

geographically located and placed onto a simplified grid, shown in 
figure 14. For each hourly timestep a power flow equation was 
solved to calculate the energy flow between locations. 

These energy flows for each line are shown in figure 15. It can be 
seen that all lines are vastly below the line limit during normal op-
eration. Lines 2, 3, and 5 start to approach the line limit during ex-
treme operation. This is due to the battery storage being located 
in the power station and these being the lines leading from the 
generation and demand centres to the power station. As almost 
80% of power is currently delivered from power station, this is not 
considered to be an issue and so the lines do not need upgrading. 
If demand or supply grow much further, these lines may need up-
grading. 

Installation 

A linear programming structure was implemented to 
identify the best order of instalment of infrastructure. 

Objective: Maximise the Diesel saved over the 10 
years. 

Variables: The year each infrastructure block is in-
stalled. 

Constraints: 

• The infrastructure can only be installed once  

• Items cannot be installed before the lead time.  

• Storage cannot be installed before the correspond-
ing RES is installed.  

• Financial limits on spending for each year, with roll 
over of surplus budget.  

Once the values of storage and additional renewable energy capaci-

ty needed  were found, areas of the island appropriate for develop-

ment were identified. This was achieved by mapping the  con-

straints that influenced  the site selection on the island, shown by 

the figure below:  

 

For ease of in-

stallation the 

same model of 

wind turbines

(80kW) and so-

lar panels have 

been specified 

for installation 

(260WP).   

The main constraints were taken as: 

• Can connect into the grid without extra cables being required 

• Accessible by road from the port 

• Flat land, and land suitable for development  

• High  solar irradiance  and low cloud cover 

• High wind speed, based on a basic physical assumption, that 

wind speeds are greater on higher land  

• Stable soil  

• For wind turbine sites, areas away from existing settlements 

All identified sites were evaluated and ranked based on the above 

criteria. Where possible, grid connection has been maximised by in-

stalling both wind and solar.      

LOCATIONS 

Demand Side Management (DSM) 

DSM is an increasingly popular, relatively low cost method 

(compared to storage) of reducing the supply-demand gap 

by reducing or shifting demand.   

Due to a mid day peak in solar radiation, the RES combina-

tion models predict a consistent enough negative electrici-

ty deficit from 10am to 4pm, see figure 8. Considering the 

feasible shifting of domestic usage, it is predicted that do-

mestic users would shift 8% of their daily consumption, by 

use of basic timers on their washing/drying appliances. A 

daily price reduction period from 10am till 2pm for all the 

inhabitants and businesses  all year would; 

• Require no extra communication infrastructure 

• Reduce the storage required for 99% renewable penetration by 0.7MWh 

• Reduce the waste electricity/power losses by 151 MWh a year 

Ice production was previously identified in the fishery. Installing additional ice ma-

chines allows for increased production at times of surplus supply, effectively thermal 

storage. This could be on the same tariff, or receive communication from the utility 

provider in response to live weather changes. Future industries were evaluated for de-

mand side management, but given the production scale would have little impact. 

DEMAND 

 
Design Requirements  

Sub-system Definition and Down Selection 

System Archi-

tecture  

The architecture 

developed splits 

the optimisation 

problem 

(focusing on re-

ducing carbon 

emissions and 

reducing the 

levelized cost of 

electricity) into 

sub-models 

which each use 

individually se-

lected optimisa-

tion methods 

where appropri-

ate.  

 

Methodology  

Sector Specification Metric Unit Current Value Designed Value  

Social 

Energy poverty Population in energy poverty N/A N/A Decreased ↓ 

Grid stability Annual electrical grid disruptions #/year 92 Decreased ↓ 

Domestic electricity availability Domestic electricity consumption MWh/year 4,635 6,463 ↑ 

Relationship with energy provider  N/A N/A N/A Improved ↑ 

Environ-
mental 

Low carbon electricity network Electric Network emissions gCO2eq/kWh 492 25 ↓ 

Outstanding natural beauty and Biodiversity N/A N/A N/A Maintained ○ 

Land use Amount of land Km2 0.078 0.41 ↓ 

Low carbon transport Transport emissions TonnesCO2e/year 3736 No change ↓ 

Economical 

Tourism Tourism income £/year 1,990 Limiting factor removed ↑ 

Maintainability of electricity infrastructure  OPEX k£/year 973 1,639 ↓ 

Funding and investment for electricity infrastructure CAPEX £ N/A 40.141 mil ↑ 

Economic viability of electricity infrastructure Payback period Years N/A 10-15 ○ 

Cost of electricity LCOE £/kWh 0.48 0.2037 ↓ 

Fossil fuel reliance Amount fuel imported Tons/year 1880 40 ↓ 

Technologi-
cal 

Share of renewable energy Renewable penetration % 34.8% 99% ↑ 

Supply and demand difference Electrical load difference MWh/year 1700 10,074 ↓ 

Sufficient energy storage Capacity MWh 0 10.8 ↑ 

Security of energy supply No. of  RES sites # 5 11 ↑ 

Logistic viability of infrastructure N/A N/A N/A Framework ensured - 

Political 
Compatibility with St. Helena Government's Energy Strategy N/A N/A N/A Compliant - 

Government fuel subsidies Annual Subsidies £,000/year 668 Decreased ↓ 

An electricity network is modular by design, incorpo-

rating generation, storage, demand, and distribution 

(grid). The project is hence split into sub-systems 

which were researched and modelled in isolation 

where possible.  After the divergent generation of 

many concepts within each sub-system, the options 

were down-selected based on sub-system specific soft 

requirements and  the following three hard require-

ments.  

• Commercially available 

• Logistically feasible/viable 

• Expertise to maintain 

Figure 4: The resulting domestic demand of the 

island per quarter from the bottom up model com-

pared with historic domestic demand and the av-

erage temperature of the quarters. 

Figure 8: plot of ideal start 

and end times of demand 

shifting for RES combo us-

ing historic weather 

Jamestown 

Battery Site 

New Solar Farm Site 

New Wind Farm Site 

Figure 9:  Domestic 

family household 

’shifted’  profile 

Figure 3: The bottom up model of the average St Helena ‘family’ type household in the summer. 

Figure 5:  How power generated compares with demand , shown 

here for a selection of  4 days  

Plan: All by 
2022 

All by 
2030 

Budget 
Restricted 

Annual budget £000’s £25mil £7mil £3mil 

Total spend £40.14
1mil 

£40.14
1mil £28.922mil 

Total Diesel saved (GWh) 154.3 148.8 124.1 

Blue Hill 

Horse Pasture 1a 2 3 6 

Horse Pasture 1b 1 1 2 

Horse Pasture 1c 2 2 7 

Horse Pasture 1d 1 1 2 

Blue hill White pasture 1 1 2 

St. Pauls Donkey Plain 1 1 1 

Half Tree Hollow Rifle Range 1 1 1 

Longwood 

Deadwood Plain 4a 2 2 6 

Deadwood Plain 4b 1 1 1 

Deadwood Plain 4c 2 2 5 

Deadwood Plain 4d 1 1 2 

Blue Hill 
Casons Gate 5a 2 3 3 

Casons Gate 5b 2 2 4 

Storage (Power 
Station) 

Horse Pasture 1a 2 4   

Horse Pasture 1b 1 6   

Horse Pasture 1c 2 3   

Horse Pasture 1d 1 4   

White pasture 1 5 10 

Donkey Plain 1 8   

Rifle Range 1 5   

Deadwood Plain 4a 2 5 6 

Deadwood Plain 4b 1 6   

Deadwood Plain 4c 2 4 9 

Deadwood Plain 4d 1 3   

Casons Gate 5a 2 5 8 

Casons Gate 5b 2 6 8 

Figure 1: The Elexon profiles assigned to all 

Non-domestic users on the Island. Type 1 is 

Domestic for units such as hotels and ac-

commodation. Type 3 is a user with low 

consumption, such as offices. Type 5 to 8 

have increasing load factors. Type 2 and 4 

were omitted, as they use Economy 7 boil-

ers which are not available on St Helena.  

Figure 2: Elexon profiles for the summer week-

day and the Carbon Trust Metering profile used 

to inform Coffee Roasting premises as a type 5.  

Figure 7: Plot of confidence of meeting demand at hours throughout the day, along 

with solar, wind and demand profiles throughout the day. 

Figure 6:  How the combined power output varies with demand over a year 

Figure 15: Plot of each line in the simplified network showing the mean energy flow down 

the line, the mean of each daily maximum in the simulation, the maximum flow across the 

whole simulation, and the line limit. 

Figure 14: Simplified grid network. Line numbers and notable 

nodes are also labelled. 

Figure 13:  Shows how the alternate peak times of wind and solar can be used to 

maximise the power generation at  existing grid connections 

A dynamic model was developed to simulate the behaviour of storage in the electricity system. This was 

used in conjunction with a particle swarm optimisation framework in order to estimate the cost optimal 

configuration of generation and storage infrastructure. 

The Dynamic Model was run over the course of 1 year and enables the simulation of a variety of gen-

eration and storage combinations. After each run the model calculates a levelised cost; factoring in 

the CAPEX, OPEX and fuel costs of the proposed system. This model formed an objective function 

with constraints applied such as ensuring sufficient demand supply reliability, energy equilibrium and 

100% RES. The particle swarm optimisation framework was used to optimise the objective func-

tion, in which the  previously calculated RES Combination values were used as critical bounds to en-

sure convergence. The methodology is summarised as follows: 

• Duration, optimisation objectives and constraints are  stated. 

• Particle swarm optimisation is begins and generates a new configuration of generation and 

storage infrastructure as input variables for each particle. 

• For each iteration and particle LCOE is calculated and the global fitness (cheapest LCOE) of 

the swarm is updated. 

• The swarm converges on the lowest LCOE cost for the giv-

en constraints as seen in Figure 11. 

An additional cost optimisation analysis was performed on the 

various viable storage technologies in Figure 10 and the cheap-

est type was identified and used in the particle swarm model to 

plot the cost optimal RES and storage configuration in Figure 12. 

BALANCING SUPPLY + DEMAND 

Figure 12: Plot of the cost optimized configuration of solar, wind, diesel and 

storage infrastructure simulated over 4 days. The graph depicts the dynamic 

discharging and charging of storage enabling the redistribution of renewables. 

Figure 11: Plot of the particle swarm optimization converging on the cost optimal solution 

Figure 10: Bar chart comparing the cost optimal solutions for the different storage types. 
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